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This paper provides a general theory on the Ohmic dissipation of electromagnetic energy by a
spherical particulate that is embedded in a lossless medium. The particulate may possess an arbitrary
electrical conductivity, and both the medium and the particulate may assume general values of
permittivity and permeability. Under the assumption that the wavelength of the electromagnetic field
in the medium is large compared with the particulate size, we provide an accurate account of the
degree of Ohmic heating by the radio frequencysrfd electric field and by the rf magnetic field of the
electromagnetic field. It is found that, in general, heating by the rf magnetic field is dominant
wheneverd,a, whered is the resistive skin depth anda is the radius of the particulate. Analytic
scaling laws in the various regimes are derived, from the static case to very high frequency, and for
ratios ofd /a ranging from zero to infinity. The calculation is extended to a transient electromagnetic
pulse. Also constructed is the loss tangent of the medium, resulting from a distribution of
particulates. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1922085g

I. INTRODUCTION

Heating phenomenology is an important topic in science
and engineering. Microwave heating has been applied to the
sintering of ceramics1,2 and rubber vulcanization, and has
potential uses in the treatment of mineral ores,3 heating of
catalysts4,5 in chemical reactions, and regeneration of mo-
lecular sieves.6 Elective doping of a substrate is used to en-
hance the absorption of radiation at a certain wavelength in
modern lithographic or processing techniques.7,8 In high-
power microwave components and sources, heating of the
contaminants on metallic surfaces and dielectric surfaces is
known to cause localized damage.9,10 Thermal effects in bio-
logical systems that are exposed to radiation have been stud-
ied for decades.11,12 In many of these processes, the lowest-
level description is through the macroscopic constitutive
relations,D=«E, andB=mH, where the imaginary parts in
the permittivity« and in the permeabilitym provide a quan-
titative measure of the electromagnetic energy absorption.
These imaginary parts, in many cases, may be considered as
due to the particulate absorbers that reside within an other-
wise lossless medium.13

In this paper, we provide an incisive evaluation of the
degree of absorption of the rf electric-field energy and the rf
magnetic-field energy by a particulate. In virtually all of the
literature on particulate heating, the heatings by the rf elec-
tric field and by the rf magnetic field are treated separately
and independently.12–14 If the particulate is assumed to be
exposed to a time varying electric field, the electrical polar-
izability aE is calculated, whereaE is a measure of the elec-
trical energy absorbed by the particulate in one rf cycle. Al-
ternatively, if the particulate is assumed to be exposed to a
time varying magnetic field, this time varying magnetic field
induces an electric field within the particulate by Faraday’s
law. This induced electric field drives an Ohmic current and

therefore results in an Ohmic dissipation in the particulate.
The magnetic polarizabilityaH is then calculated, whereaH

is a measure of the rf magnetic energy absorbed by the par-
ticulate through this inductive electric field. In the case of a
high-frequency field, such as one that resides inside a micro-
wave resonant cavity, one may question whether the heating
by the rf electric field or by the rf magnetic field can be
treated separately and independently, since the two fields are
strongly coupled. In fact, in a resonant microwave cavity, the
total-energy contents in these two types of fields are equal,
even though there are regions of strong rf magnetic field and
regions of strong rf electric field.

Recently, there has been experimental evidence which
shows that the heating via the rf magnetic field in a micro-
wave resonant cavity may be dominant, even when the par-
ticulates or the medium appears to be nonmagnetic in nature.
For example, Dolgashev and Tantawi found that melting of
metallic debris inside a high-power rf cavity occurred at the
regions of high rf magnetic field.9 Chenget al. found in their
heating experiments that the rf magnetic field might effect a
higher heating rate than the rf electric field in a microwave
cavity.2 Our recent work on the heating of surface contami-
nants and of graphitic impurities inside a high-power micro-
wave window,10,15 and our ongoing work on the effects of
biological cells when exposed to ultrashort electrical
pulses,16 together with the above-mentioned heating experi-
ments, provided a strong impetus to our general study of
particulate heating, the results of which are reported in this
full-length paper. A specific goal is to resolve the degree of
particulate heating by the rf electric field and by the rf mag-
netic field. The preliminary results of our findings have been
reported.17

We should mention that the interaction of a particulate
with an incident electromagnetic wave had a long history
that began with the work of Rayleigh, now under the general
term of the Mie scattering.18 When the electrical permittivity
«1 of the particulate is complex, the total power absorbed byadElectronic mail: yylau@umich.edu
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the particulate is not easy to obtain, even to this date, be-
cause the distribution of the electromagnetic fields within the
particulate needs to be numerically calculated in a Mie scat-
tering formalism. Accurate numerical solutions are particu-
larly difficult to obtain when there is a large separation in the
three spatial scales: the wavelengthl, the particulate radius
a, and the resistive skin depthd. State-of-the-art eigenmode
solvers remain ill equipped to simulate the minuscule per-
turbing effects of a small particulate, when the skin depth is
small compared with the particulate size, which in turn is
typically small compared with the size of the resonant cavity.
Slater’s perturbation techniques also fail in this case.19

The difficulties described in the last three sentences are
largely overcome in the present paper. When the size of the
spherical particulate is small compared with the cavity di-
mensionsof order the wavelength for lowest-order modesd,
the local electromagnetic field, at the location of that particu-
late, may be considered as a linear superposition of a
transverse-electricsTEd mode and a transverse-magnetic
sTMd mode. The power dissipated by that local TEsTMd
mode may be accurately calculated by pretending that this
spherical particulate is now located at the center of a per-
fectly conducting spherical cavity that admits a TEsTMd
mode of the same amplitude and frequencysFig. 1d. Note
that the high degree of symmetry of the latter model allows
exactsolutions to the Maxwell equation for the TE and TM
modes, for arbitrary values ofa, d, andl.17 Substantial sim-
plification of the results may then be obtained fora!l, a
limit of considerable practical importance. The values of the
quality factorQ, for both the TE and TM modes in the per-
fectly conducting cavity, will become finite if the particulate
is lossy. The quality factorQ immediately yields the polar-
izabilities aE and aH, since all of these quantities measure
the power dissipated in the particulate.17 For the general case
where the particulate is located off-center of a resonant cav-
ity, aE and aH then give the Ohmic dissipation of the local
TE and TM modes by the particulate, without the formidable
computation of the field distributions within the particulate,
in an irregular three-dimensional geometry. Thus, the highly
symmetrical model shown in Fig. 1 enables us to calculate
the polarizabilitiesaE and aH, fully taking into account the
conduction current and displacement current in both the TE
and TM modes. The asymptotic forms of these polarizabil-
ities will be presented. They are derived from the general
expressions and from simple physical arguments aided by a
dimensional analysis.

The general expression ofaE andaH that we derive also
allow an evaluation of the total Ohmic power deposited into
the particulate when it is subjected to an electromagnetic
pulse of a finite pulse length. The pulse may have a general
spectrum. We next calculate the added loss tangent in a me-
dium that is sparsely populated with the particulates. When
there is significant Ohmic dissipation in the metallic particu-
lates through the rf magnetic fieldsas is generally the case
whend!ad, these lossy metallic particulates in effect lead to
an effective complexm in an otherwise electric medium.13

In Sec. II, we use the highly symmetrical model to cal-
culate the electric and magnetic polarizabilities for the TE
and TM modes. Section III presents the numerical results and
the comparison with the asymptotic expressions in the vari-
ous regimes. The total energy deposited in the particulate by
a finite electromagnetic pulse is presented in Sec. IV. In Sec.
V, we calculate the contributions to the loss tangent in a
dielectric that results from the embedded, sparsely populated
particulates. The concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
Some details of the derivations are given in the Appendices.

II. THE MODEL

The power absorbed by the particulate in the presence of
a TE mode or a TM mode may be calculated exactly in the
simple model shown in Fig. 1. We place a homogenous,
spherical particulate of radiusa at the center of a spherical
cavity. The cavity has radiusb and its wall is infinitely con-
ducting. In the absence of this particulate, the spherical cav-
ity admits the fundamental transverse-electric TE110 mode,
which has a maximum rf electric fieldsand a null rf magnetic
fieldd at the center, as well as the transverse-magnetic TM110

mode, which has a maximum rf magnetic fieldsand a null rf
electric fieldd at the centersFig. 1d. Both the TE mode and
TM mode have an infinite quality factorQ since the cavity
wall is lossless.fFor convenience of discussions, in this pa-
per and in our previous communication,17 we have defined in
Fig. 1, and more generally, the TE mode as the one in which
the rf electric field is maximum at the location of the particu-
late, and the TM mode as the one in which the rf magnetic
field is maximum at the location of the particulate. Thus, this
designation is the opposite of that given in Ramoet al.,20

who call Fig. 1sad the TM mode and Fig. 1sbd the TE mode.g
When a small lossy particulate is inserted at the center of

this cavitysFig. 1d, the modes are slightly damped. The qual-
ity factors become finite, and the eigenmode frequency be-
comes complex. To evaluate this change in the eigenfre-
quency, let us use the subscripts 1 and 2 throughout to denote
the respective values in region Isr ,ad and region IIsa, r
,bd sFig. 1d. In either region, the rf magneticselectricd field
of the fundamental TEsTMd mode has only af component
sFig. 1d, which may be written in the general form as
fAjsjd+Bysjdgsinu. In this expressionA andB are arbitrary
constants,j=kr, wherek=vs«md1/2 is the wave number in
the region whosescomplexd permittivity and permeability
are, respectively,« andm, and

jsjd =
sinj

j2 −
cosj

j
, s1d

FIG. 1. The geometry and the rf field patterns forsad the TE110 mode andsbd
the TM110 mode. The mode indexs110d refers to variations inr, u, andf.
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ysjd = −
cosj

j2 −
sinj

j
s2d

are the spherical Bessel functions of order one. From these
functions, we can construct the following functions:

Jsjd = j jsjd, Ysjd = jysjd, s3d

Asjd =
J8sjd
Jsjd

, Bsjd =
Y8sjd
Ysjd

, s4d

where, and hereafter, a prime denotes the derivative with
respect to the argument. The dispersion relation for both the
TE and TM modes and their damping rates are expressed in
terms of these functions. The asymptotic formulas for these
functions, asj approaches zero, are easily established:

jsjd < j/3, ysjd < − 1/j2,

Jsjd < j2/3, Ysjd < − 1/j,

Asjd < 2/j, Bsjd < − 1/j, j → 0. s5d

These asymptotic expansions are needed to examine the limit
of the empty cavitysa=0d. We shall consider separately the
TE mode and TM mode. Withejvt dependence, these modes
satisfy the Maxwell equations, curlE=−jvmH and curlH
= jv«E in the respective regions I and II.

A. TE mode

The rf magnetic field of the TE110 mode has only af
component, i.e.,H =f̂Hf, wheref̂ is the unit vector in thef
direction. In region I, in order that the solutions are finite at
r =0, we have

Hf = Assinud jsk1rd, s6d

where A is an arbitrary constant andk1=vs«1m1d1/2 is the
wave number in region I. Use Eq.s6d in the Maxwell equa-
tion, E=curl H / s jv«1d, whoseu component yields

Eu = AssinudS 1

jv«1r
DJ8sk1rd. s7d

In region II, Hf is a linear combination ofjsk2rd and
ysk2rd, wherek2=vs«2m2d1/2 is the wave number in region II.
This linear combination must be chosen to renderEu=0 at
r =b, the location of the perfectly conducting wall. This leads
to

Hf = BssinudfY8shd jsk2rd − J8shdysk2rdg, s8d

whereB is an arbitrary constant andh=k2b. Analogous to
Eq. s7d, we then obtain

Eu = BssinudS 1

jv«2r
DfY8shdJ8sk2rd − J8shdY8sk2rdg, s9d

which indeed satisfiesEu=0 at r =b.
The exact dispersion relation for thescomplexd eigen-

mode frequency is obtained by demanding that the “admit-
tance” matches atr =a. That is, the ratioHf /Eu evaluated at
r =a using Eqs.s6d ands7d is the same as that using Eqs.s8d
and s9d. This condition is most conveniently written as

J8shd = Y8shdF Jsj2d
Ysj2dGFZ1Asj1d − Asj2d

Z1Asj1d − Bsj2dG , s10d

where, as defined in Eq.s8d,

h = k2b = vbÎ«2m2, s11d

j1 = k1a = vaÎ«1m1, j2 = k2a = vaÎ«2m2, s12d

Z1 =
Îm1/m2

Î«1/«2

. s13d

Note from Eq.s13d that Z1 is simply the ratio of the charac-
teristic impedancesm /«d1/2 of the two regions, I and II.
Equations10d is the exact dispersion relation for the complex
eigenfrequencysvd of the TE110 mode, whose imaginary part
is g, the damping rate of the mode amplitude.

When the particulate is absent, the right-hand member of
Eq. s10d vanishes. This can be seen in two ways. The first
way is to let«1=«2 andm1=m2 so that region I and region II
are the same medium. Then,j1=j2 andZ1=1 from Eqs.s12d
and s13d, in which case the numerator in the second square
bracket of Eq.s10d vanishes. The second way, which is more
appropriate to the present paper, is to consider a vanishingly
small particulatesa=0 limitd. As a approaches zero, so does
j1 andj2 according to Eq.s12d. The asymptotic expansions
listed in Eq.s5d may then be used at the right-hand member
of Eq. s10d in this smalla limit. It is immediately clear that
the first square bracket in Eq.s10d vanishes likea3, and that
the second square bracket in Eq.s10d approaches a finite
constant. Thus, the right-hand member of Eq.s10d is propor-
tional to a3 for a small particulate.

Thus, when the particulate is absent, the eigenfrequency
of the TE110 modevE is given byJ8shEd=0, where

hE = vEbÎ«2m2 ; 2pb/l = 2.743 71 s14d

is the first nontrivial root of J8shd. In Eq. s14d, l
=2p / fvEs«2m2d1/2g=2pb/hE is the wavelength of an elec-
tromagnetic wave of frequencyv=vE in a medium that is
characterized by«2 andm2. Thus, specifying this frequency
v sor the wavelengthld is the same as specifyingb sincehE

is a universal constant. The quasistatic limitv=0 is recov-
ered by lettingb sor ld to become arbitrarily large.

The introduction of a small particulate modifies the ei-
genvaluehE by a small amount, that ish=hE+dh and v
=vE+dv, where dv /vE=dh /hE from the logarithmic de-
rivative of Eq.s11d. The left-hand member of Eq.s10d, upon
expanding abouthE, becomesdhJ9shEd. We then immedi-
ately obtain from Eq.s10d the following explicit formulas on
the particulate’s modification of the eigenfrequency:

dv

vE
=

dh

hE
<

Y8shEd
hEJ88shEdF Jsj2Ed

Ysj2EdGFZ1Asj1Ed − Asj2Ed
Z1Asj1Ed − Bsj2EdG ,

s15d
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j1E = vEaÎ«1m1 = 2pSa

l
DÎ«1

«2

m1

m2
, s16d

j2E = vEaÎ«2m2 = 2pSa

l
D . s17d

The real part of Eq.s15d gives the detune of the eigenmode
frequency and the imaginary part gives the damping rate, as
a result of the particulate. We should stress that Eq.s15d is
rather general. The only assumption that is made is that the
particulate is smallsa/l!1d so that its presence only intro-
duces a small perturbation in the eigenfrequency of the TE110

mode under consideration. There is no restriction on the elec-
trical conductivity of the particulate, nor is there any restric-
tion on the frequency as long asa/l!1. Thus, the resistive
skin depth associated with the particulate may assume an
arbitrary value between zero and infinity, and Eq.s15d also
covers the quasistatic limit.

At the right-hand member of Eq.s15d, the only term that
can contribute to an imaginary part isZ1Asj1Ed since bothhE

and j2E are purely real. Since the damping rategE of the
TE110 mode may be obtained by extracting the imaginary
part of Eq.s15d, let us rewrite the second square bracket of
Eq. s15d as 1+fBsj2Ed−Asj2Edg / fZ1Asj1Ed−Bsj2Edg. The
imaginary part of Eq.s15d then yields the normalized damp-
ing rate for the TE110 mode,

gE

vE
=

Y8shEd
hEJ9shEd

Jsj2Ed
Ysj2Ed

fBsj2Ed − Asj2Edg

3ImF 1

Z1Asj1Ed − Bsj2EdG , s18ad

which reduces to Eq.s1d of Ref. 17 for the special case of
«2=«0 andm2=m0. SinceBsj2Ed is real, we may divide both
the numerator and denominator of Eq.s18ad by Bsj2Ed to
obtain

gE

vE
=

Y8shEd
hEJ9shEdF Jsj2Ed

Ysj2Ed
−

J8sj2Ed
Y8sj2EdGImS 1

F − 1
D , s18bd

F =
Z1Asj1Ed
Bsj2Ed

=
Îm1/m2

Î«1/«2

J8sj1Ed
Jsj1Ed

Ysj2Ed
Y8sj2Ed

, s18cd

where, according to Eq.s18bd, the damping rate is dictated
by F.

The damping ratesgd of the eigenmode amplitude is
related to the average power losssPd and to the quality factor
sQd through the general relationship,19,20

P = 2gU = vU/Q, s19d

whereU is the average electromagnetic energy stored in the
eigenmode of the empty cavity whose natural frequency isv.
For the TE110 mode, this power may also be expressed in
terms of the polarizability of the particulateaE as13,14,17

P = aEvES1

2
«2E0

2DVa sTE moded, s20d

whereE0 is the peak value of the rf electric field of the TE
mode at the center of the cavity in the absence of the par-

ticulate, whose volume isVa=s4p /3da3. Comparings19d and
s20d, we obtain

aE = 0.041 31Sl

a
D3 gE

vE
, s21d

wheresgE/vEd is given in Eq.s18ad or s18bd. Equations21d
is derived in Appendix Afcf. Eq. sA7dg.

B. TM Mode

The Ohmic dissipation in the particulate via the rf mag-
netic field may be similarly analyzed. Referring to Fig. 1sbd,
the rf electric field of the TM110 mode has only af compo-
nent, i.e.,E=f̂Ef, which in region I may be written asfcf.
Eq. s6dg

Ef = Cssinud jsk1rd, s22d

whereC is an arbitrary constant. Taking theu component of
the Faraday’s law,H =−curl E / s jvm1d, we obtain

Hu = CssinudS 1

− jvm1r
DJ8sk1rd. s23d

In region II, in order thatEf vanishes atr =b, it is of the
form

Ef = Dssinudfyshd jsk2rd − jshdysk2rdg, s24d

whereD is an arbitrary constant andh=k2b as in Eq.s11d.
Analogous to Eq.s23d, we then obtain

Hu = DssinudS 1

− jvm2r
DfyshdJ8sk2rd − jshdY8sk2rdg.

s25d

The dispersion relation for the TM110 mode is obtained by
requiring that the ratioEf /Hu evaluated atr =a using Eqs.
s22d and s23d be the same as that using Eqs.s24d and s25d.
This condition is most conveniently written as

jshd = yshdF J8sj2d
Y8sj2dGFZ1/Asj1d − 1/Asj2d

Z1/Asj1d − 1/Bsj2dG , s26d

whereh, j1, j2, and Z1 are the same as in Eqs.s11d–s13d.
Once more, when the particulate is absent, the right-hand
member of Eq.s26d vanishes. More precisely, the right-hand
member of Eq.s26d is proportional toa3 as the particulate
radiusa tends to zero.

Thus, when the particulate is absent, the eigenfrequency
of the TM110 modevM is given by jshMd=0, where

hM = vMbÎ«2m2 ; 2pb/l = 4.4934 s27d

is the first nontrivial root of jshd. In Eq. s27d, l
=2p / fvMs«2m2d1/2g=2pb/hM is the wavelength of an elec-
tromagnetic wave of frequencyv=vM in a medium that is
characterized by«2 andm2, andhM is a universal constant.

The introduction of a small particulate modifies the ei-
genvaluehM and the eigenfrequencyvM by a small amount.
Analogous to Eq.s15d, we obtain from Eq.s26d the modifi-
cation of the eigenfrequency of the TM110 mode,
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dv

vM
=

dh

hM
<

yshMd
hMj8shMdF J8sj2Md

Y8sj2MdG
3FZ1/Asj1Md − 1/Asj2Md

Z1/Asj1Md − 1/Bsj2MdG , s28d

j1M = vMaÎ«1m1 = 2pSa

l
DÎ«1

«2

m1

m2
, s29d

j2M = vMaÎ«2m2 = 2pSa

l
D . s30d

Note thatj1M =j1E andj2M =j2E for the same wavelengthl,
by comparing Eq.s16d with Eq. s29d, and Eq.s17d with Eq.
s30d. Analogous to Eq.s18ad, the damping rate of the TM110

mode reads

gM

vM
=

yshMd
hMj8shMd

J8sj2Md
Y8sj2MdF 1

Bsj2Md
−

1

Asj2MdG
3ImF 1

Z1/Asj1Md − 1/Bsj2MdG , s31ad

which reduces to Eq.s3d of Ref. 17 for the special case of
«2=«0 and m2=m0. SinceBsj2Md is real, we may multiply
both the numerator and denominator of Eq.s31ad by Bsj2Md
to obtain

gM

vM
=

yshMd
hMj8shMdF J8sj2Md

Y8sj2Md
−

Jsj2Md
Ysj2MdGImS 1

G − 1
D , s31bd

G =
Z1Bsj2Md
Asj1Md

=
Îm1/m2

Î«1/«2

Jsj1Md
J8sj1Md

Y8sj2Md
Ysj2Md

, s31cd

where, according to Eq.s31bd, the damping rate is dictated
by G. Note the similarity between Eqs.s18bd and s31bd.

The average powerP absorbed by the particulate may be
expressed in terms of the polarizability of the particulateaH

of the TM110 mode,13,14,17

P = aHvMS1

2
m2H0

2DVa sTM moded, s32d

whereH0 is the peak value of the rf magnetic field of the TM
mode at the center of the cavity in the absence of the par-
ticulate, whose volume isVa=s4p /3da3. In Appendix A, we
show thatfcf. Eq. sA13dg

aH = 0.077 67Sl

a
D3 gM

vM
, s33d

wheresgM /vMd is given in Eq.s31ad or s31bd.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SCALING FORMULAS

In Sec. II, we derive the polarizabilities,aE and aH,
which, respectively, measures the degree of absorption in a
particulate that is exposed to a pure TE mode and to a pure
TM mode. In the absence of the particulate, the medium is
characterized by the permittivity and permeability«2 andm2,
both assumed real. The particulate’s permeabilitym1 is also
assumed real, while its permittivity«1=«1r +s / jv is in gen-

eral complex, wheres is the particulate’s electrical resistiv-
ity. Since the wavelength and the energy density that appear
in Eqs.s20d and s32d refer to region II, we express the par-
ticulate’s parameters in terms of the quantities in region II.
Thus, we write

«1

«2
=

«1r

«2
S1 − j

s

v«1r
D =

«1r

«2
F1 − j

1

2p2Sl

d
D2S «2

«1r
DG , s34d

d =Î 2

vm2s
, s35d

wherel=2p / fvs«2m2d1/2g is the wavelength in region II and
d is the resistive skin depth defined with respect tom2, the
permeability of region II.

The polarizabilitiesaE and aH depend on four dimen-
sionless parameters:d /a, a/l, «1r /«2, and m1/m2. To see
this, the product of the first two yieldsd /l, and Eq.s34d then
shows that«1/«2 may be expressed in terms of these four
parameters. It immediately follows thatj1E and j2E, and
thereforegE/vE and aE, are functions of these four dimen-
sionless parameters according to Eqs.s16d–s18d. A similar
argument applies toaH.

Figure 2 showsaE andaH as a function ofd /a, setting
m1/m2=1, «1r /«2=1, and l /a=100. These curves are ob-
tained from Eqs.s21d and s33d. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that the polarizability for the TM modesaHd dominates for
small d /a. For larged /a, the polarizability for the TE mode
saEd surpasses that of the TM mode. The inset of Fig. 2
showsaE andaH on a much larger scale. Since the polariz-
ability is directly proportional to the power absorbed, for
small d /a the power absorbed by the particulate when it is
exposed to an electromagnetic wave is, in general, primarily
through the rf magnetic field, whereas for larged /a, the
power absorbed is primarily through the rf electric field. For
very larged /a, both aE andaH tend to zero, as expected of
an almost nonconducting particulate.

Figure 3 showsaH for different ratios of l /a with
m1/m2=1 and«1r /«2=1. The insensitivity ofaH to l /a, for
large values ofl /a, is apparent in Fig. 3. Also superimposed
in Fig. 3 are the approximations according to asymptotic
formulas foraH,

FIG. 2. The polarizabilitiesaE and aH as a function ofd /a for m1/m2=1,
«1r /«2=1, andl /a=100.
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aH >
9

4
Sd

a
DÎm1

m2
, Îm2

m1

d

a
! 1, s36ad

aH >
1

5
Sa

d
D2Sm1

m2
D2S 3

2 + m1/m2
D2

, Îm2

m1

d

a
@ 1. s36bd

We shall also record the asymptotic formulas foraE,

aE > 9p2Sad

l2DÎm1

m2
, Îm2

m1

d

a
! 1; s37ad

aE > 18p2sd/ld2, 1 !Îm2

m1

d

a
!

1

pÎ2
Î «2

«1r

Îm2

m1
Sl

a
D;

s37bd

aE >
sl/dd2

2p2 S 3

2 + «1r/«2
D2

, 1 !
1

pÎ2
Î «2

«1r

Îm2

m1
Sl

a
D

!Îm2

m1

d

a
. s37cd

The asymptotic expansions foraH, Eqs.s36d, are obtained by
using the appropriate asymptotic expansions of Eq.s31bd
into Eq. s33d. The asymptotic expansions foraE, Eqs.s37d,
are obtained by using the appropriate asymptotic expansions
of Eq. s18bd into Eq. s21d. The scalings given in Eqs.s36d
and s37d are applicable to general values of«2 and m2 in

region II. They are generalizations of Ref. 17, which focused
only on the special casem1=m2=m0 and«1r =«2=«0. A sim-
plified derivation ofs36d and s37d, based on physical argu-
ments aided by a dimensional analysis, is given in Appendix
B.

Figure 4 showsaE for different ratios of l /a with
m1/m2=1 and «1r /«2=1. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the
asymptotic expansions, in whichd /a,Os1d marks the tran-
sition from Eq.s37ad to Eq. s37bd; whereas the maxima of
aE, which occur approximately whens=v«1r, mark the tran-
sition from Eq.s37bd and s37cd.

In Figs. 5 and 6, we show, respectively,aH and aE for
different ratios ofl /a with m1/m2=100 and«1r /«2=10. The
asymptotic expansions, Eqs.s36d ands37d, are also shown in
these figures. These two figures demonstrate the applicability
of the theory to arbitrary values ofm1, m2, «1r, and«2, and
over a total of 12 orders of magnitude amongd, a, and l.
Once more,aH dominates overaE when d /a!1 by exam-
ining the scales in Figs. 5 and 6, thus perhaps offering a
plausible explanation for the results of Refs. 2 and 9.

IV. HEATING OF PARTICULATE BY A FINITE PULSE

In this section, we use the results obtained in the preced-
ing sections to assess the total energy absorbed by a particu-
late when it is exposed to a transient electric fieldsor tran-
sient magnetic fieldd of a finite pulse duration. Several
assumptions are made. First, it is assumed thata!l for all
frequency contents in that finite pulse. Second, we assume

FIG. 4. The polarizabilityaE as a function ofd /a for m1/m2=1, «1r /«2=1,
and various values ofl /a. The dotted curves show the asymptotic formulas.

FIG. 5. The polarizabilityaH as a function ofd /a for m1/m2=100, «1r /«2

=10, and various values ofl /a. The dotted curves show the asymptotic
formulas. The inset shows an expanded range ofd /a.

FIG. 3. The polarizabilityaH as a function ofd /a for m1/m2=1, «1r /«2

=1, and various values ofl /a. The dotted curves show the asymptotic
formulas.

FIG. 6. The polarizabilityaE as a function ofd /a for m1/m2=100, «1r /«2

=10, and various values ofl /a. The dotted curves show the asymptotic
formulas.
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that the frequency dependence in«1rsvd, m1svd, andssvd is
known in the frequency band that makes up the finite pulse.

Let us first consider a finite electric pulse. We shall use a
circuit modelsFig. 7d, where the particulate is modeled as a
lump resistorsRd and the external electric fieldsE0d is mod-
eled as a voltage sourcesV0d. For scaling purposes, we as-
sume thatV0=E0D for some arbitrary constantD. When the
external electric field is in a sinusoidal steady state of fre-
quencyv, E0std=Esvdejvt, the average power deposited into
the particulate isfcf. Eq. s20dg

P = aEvEF1

2
«svd2GVa. s38d

Since this average power must be the same as that dissipated
in the lumped resistance,V2/2R=D2E2svd /2R, and we ob-
tain

Rsvd =
Vsvd
Isvd

=
D2

«2vaEsvdVa
. s39d

A finite pulse of the electric fieldE0std may be repre-
sented in terms of its Fourier transformEsvd,

E0std =E dvEsvdejvt, s40d

with a corresponding voltageV0std=E0stdD, and the associ-
ated Fourier transformVsvd=EsvdD. The total energyWE

dissipated in the particulate during this finite electric-field
pulse is then given bysFig. 7d

WE =E dtV0stdI0std =
1

2
Re E dvVsvdI*svd

=E dvaEsvd
1

2
v«2uEsvdu2Va, s41d

whereI0std is the current flowing through the resistor, and we
have used the Parseval’s theorem and Eq.s39d. The analytic
expressions given in Eq.s37d for aE allow a ready assess-
ment of WE once the Fourier spectrum of the electric-field
pulseuEsvdu2 is given.

Similarly, when this particulate is exposed to an external
magnetic field of a finite pulse length, the total energyWM

absorbed by the particulate is given by

WM =E dvaHsvd
1

2
vm2uHsvdu2Va, s42d

where uHsvdu2 is the Fourier spectrum of the external
magnetic-field pulse. Again, the asymptotic formula foraH,

Eq. s36d, provides a convenient estimate of this magnetic
energy dissipation. When the particulate is exposed to a tran-
sient electromagnetic pulse, the total energy absorbed is the
sum of Eqs.s41d and s42d.

V. POWER LOSSES IN A COMPOSITE DIELECTRIC

The analysis of power absorption in a single particulate,
described in the previous sections of this paper, may be ex-
tended to study the attenuation of electromagnetic waves due
to a collection of particulates in a composite dielectric. The
composite material is assumed to consist of a lossless dielec-
tric, randomly and sparsely seeded with identical spherical
particulates, as shown in Fig. 8. The number density of the
spheren is assumed to be low enough that adjacent spheres
do not interact with each other. This assumption is reason-
able at low number densities, since the interaction between
different spheres is primarily through dipole fields which de-
crease in magnitude as 1/r3. Thus, this assumption is essen-
tially a!,, wherea is the particulate radius and,=n−1/3 is
the average interparticulate separation.

The composite material has an effective macroscopic
permittivity «=«r − j«i and macroscopic permeabilitym=mr

− jmi. The imaginary parts of« andm are due to the power-
absorbing particulates embedded in the material and are as-
sumed to be small due to the low number density of particu-
lates. The wave numberk=vÎm«=kr − jki will therefore have
a small imaginary partki given by

ki >
1

2
vÎm2«2S mi

m2
+

«i

«2
D , s43d

and a real partkr >vÎm2«2, wherem2 and «2 are, respec-
tively, the permeability and permittivity of the dielectric void
of particulates. The time-averaged Poynting flux is given by
S= 1

2 ResE3H*d. For a plane wave traveling in thez direc-
tion, the Poynting flux is therefore

S= ẑS0e
−2kiz, s44d

with S0=E0
2/2h=hH0

2/2 andh>Îm2/«2.
The Poynting flux in thez direction may also be ob-

tained from a power balance over an incremental volume
elementADz,

SszdA − Ssz+ DzdA = snADzdP, s45d

in terms of the Poynting fluxS, the number densityn of the
particulates in the composite material, and the powerP ab-
sorbed by a single particulate. We divide Eq.s45d by ADz
and take the limit asDz→0 to obtain

FIG. 7. A circuit model for Ohmic heating of a particulate by a rf electric
field.

FIG. 8. Composite material, consisting of a lossless dielectric seeded with
spherical particulates.
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−
dS

dz
= naEvS1

2
«2E

2DVa, s46ad

−
dS

dz
= naHvS1

2
m2H

2DVa. s46bd

In Eq. s46ad, the power absorbed by a single particulate,P in
Eq. s45d, is replaced with the expression in Eq.s20d for the
case of purely rf electric-field losses, while in Eq.s46bd the
expression in Eq.s32d is used for the case of purely rf
magnetic-field losses. On the right-hand side of Eqs.s46ad
and s46bd we may substitute for the Poynting flux,S
=Î«2/m2E

2/2=Îm2/«2H
2/2, and integrate the expressions

to obtain

S= S0 exps− naEvÎm2«2Vazd, s47ad

S= S0 exps− naHvÎm2«2Vazd, s47bd

for, respectively, purely rf electric-field losses and purely rf
magnetic-field losses.

A comparison of Eqs.s43d, s44d, and s47d yields the
following expressions for the imaginary parts of the permit-
tivity and permeability of the composite material:

«i

«2
=

4p

3
aESa

,
D3

, s48ad

mi

m2
=

4p

3
aHSa

,
D3

. s48bd

In deriving Eq.s48ad, the power losses were assumed to be
purely due to rf electric-field interactions, wheremi was ne-
glected. Similarly, in Eq.s48bd, the power losses were as-
sumed to be due to rf magnetic-field interactions, where«i

was neglected. Equations43d shows that the spatial attenua-
tion rate is the sum of these two contributions. If we define
the equivalent “loss tangent” in the composite dielectric in
terms of the total attenuation rate, we substitute Eqs.s48ad
and s48bd into Eq. s43d to obtain

tandloss=
mi

m2
+

«i

«2
=

4p

3
Sa

,
D3

saE + aHd, s49d

which is the equivalent loss tangent of the composite dielec-
tric.

As a final note, the expressions foraE andaH are known
over almost the entire frequency spectrumfup to a!l; cf.
Eqs.s21d and s33dg. The real parts of« andm can therefore
be approximately calculated from Eqs.s48ad and s48bd, re-
spectively, by means of the Kramers–Kronig relationship.21

VI. REMARKS

In this paper, we have presented a rather complete theory
on the heating of a homogeneous, spherical particulate by an
electromagnetic field whose wavelengthl is long compared
with the particulate radiusa. By considering the local elec-
tromagnetic field as a linear combination of a TE mode and a
TM mode, the Ohmic dissipation on each component may be
evaluated from the polarizabilitiesaE and aH. Explicit ex-

pressions for these dimensionless quantities, together with
their simple asymptotic forms, are derived. The energy de-
livered to the particulate from a finite electromagnetic pulse
of general spectrum may be evaluated immediately, bypass-
ing the difficult calculation of the temporal-spatial distribu-
tion of the electromagnetic field within the particulate. The
only input required is«1 andm1 over the frequency band that
makes up the pulse, and these quantities are presumably ob-
tained from empirical data. The loss tangent is also con-
structed for a dielectric slab that is embedded from a sparsely
populated distribution of such particulates. The formulation
is valid from the static case to high frequency, regardless of
the value of the resistive skin depth, as long asa!l. The
particulates may be located in a general lossless medium
characterized by«2 andm2, and the theory is applicable over
a wide range of parameters, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

The highly symmetrical model given in Sec. II may be
extended to the case of a long, thin “particulate.” One may
simply model this as a long cylinder and place it at the center
axis of a cylindrical waveguide. The power dissipated per
unit axial length for the TE and TM modes may then be
similarly constructed from the attenuation rate in such a
highly symmetrical geometry. A simple argument shows that
there will be a marked difference, depending on the polariza-
tion of the electric fieldsthe limiting cases being theE field
parallel to and orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder, with the
most general case somewhere in betweend. Simple scaling
laws may be similarly constructed.

The strictly spherical geometry shown in Figs. 1sad and
1sbd may be analyzed for the higher-order TE and TM
modes, as well as the perturbations on these modes due to
the particulate. It is expected that many features of the Mie
scattering by a lossy spherical particulate may be revealed
from this highly symmetrical model.

In this paper we have concentrated only on the dissipa-
tive characteristics introduced by the particulates. The modi-
fications in the reactive characteristics were largely ignored.
While the corrections to the real part of the eigenfrequency,
as given by Eqs.s15d and s28d, respectively, for the TE and
TM modes, would give some indication on the reactive load-
ing due to the particulate, it is unclear how a collection of
particulates would affect the real part of the dielectric func-
tion in a composite dielectric, such as the one shown in Fig.
8. On the other hand, it is interesting to ponder if this real
part of the dielectric function could be computed from the
imaginary part using the Krammer–Kronig relation. The
imaginary part is given by Eq.s48ad in which aE is com-
puted over the wide range of frequencies, as given in Secs. II
and III of this paper. Similar comments apply to the calcula-
tion on the real part of the permeability from its imaginary
part, Eq.s48bd.

Finally, the analytic expressions for the complex eigen-
frequencies, Eqs.s15d ands28d, may be used as a benchmark
for advanced eigenmode solvers under the most stringent
conditions.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQS. „21… AND „33…

To deriveaE, we first equate Eqs.s19d ands20d to yield

aE = CEsgE/vEd, sA1d

CE =
4U

«2E0
2Va

, sA2d

where U is the total averaged energy stored in the TE110

mode of the unperturbed cavitysi.e., cavity in the absence of
the particulated, E0 is the peak value of the rf electric field at
the center of the unperturbed cavity, andVa=s4p /3da3 is the
volume of the particulate. For any resonant-cavity mode, the
averaged energy stored in the rf electric field is the same as
that stored in the rf magnetic field. That is,U is twice the
averaged energy stored in the rf magnetic field. Thus we
write, in spherical coordinates,

U = 2E dnS1

4
m2uH u2D

= 2E
0

b

drE
0

2p

rdfE
0

p

r sinuduS1

4
m2uHfu2D , sA3d

where we have used the fact thatH has only thef compo-
nent for the TE110 modefFig. 1sadg.

For the unperturbed TE110 mode, the rf field solutions,
Eqs. s6d and s7d apply for all r ,b, providedk1 and «1 in
these two equations are to be replaced, respectively, byk2

=vs«2m2d1/2 and «2. With this replacement in Eq.s6d, and
then substituting Eq.s6d into Eq. sA3d, we obtain

U = m2uAu2S4p

3
b3DgshEd

hE
3 , sA4d

gsxd =E
0

x

djj2j2sjd, sA5d

wherehE=k2b=2.743 71 is the same as in Eq.s14d and jsjd
is defined in Eq.s1d. To obtain Eq.sA4d, we have also used
the formula

E
0

p

du sin3 u =
4

3
.

The peak value of the rf electric fieldE0 of the unper-
turbed TE110 mode occurs at the center of the cavityfFig.
1sadg. It is most easily obtained from Eq.s7d by evaluating its
right-hand member atu=p /2, and by taking the limitr =0,

with the understanding thatk1 and «1 in Eq. s7d are to be
replaced, respectively, byk2=vs«2m2d1/2 and«2, as explained
above. Upon applying the asymptotic formula,J8sjd,2j /3
asj tends to zerofcf. Eq. s5dg, we obtain from Eq.s7d

E0 = uEusr → 0,u = p/2du =
2uAu

3
Îm2

«2
. sA6d

Substituting Eqs.sA6d andsA4d into Eq.sA2d, we obtainCE.
EquationsA1d then reads

aE = 9S l

2pa
D3

gshEdS gE

vE
D = 0.041 31Sl

a
D3S gE

vE
D , sA7d

where we have used the numerical value ofgshEd=1.1385
and the definition of the wavelengthl according to Eq.s14d
for the TE110 mode. EquationsA7d is the same as Eq.s21d of
the main text.

To deriveaH, we use the entirely analogous approach by
first equating Eqs.s19d and s32d to yield

aH = CMsgM/vMd, sA8d

CM =
4U

m2H0
2Va

, sA9d

where U is the total averaged energy stored in the TM110

mode of the unperturbed cavitysi.e., cavity in the absence of
the particulated, H0 is the peak value of the rf magnetic field
at the center of the unperturbed cavity, andVa=s4p /3da3.
Once more, the averaged energy stored in the rf electric field
is the same as that stored in the rf magnetic field. That is,U
is twice the averaged energy stored in the rf electric field.
Thus we write, in spherical coordinates,

U = 2E dnS1

4
«2uEu2D

= 2E
0

b

drE
0

2p

rdfE
0

p

r sinuduS1

4
«2uEfu2D , sA10d

where we have used the fact thatE has only thef compo-
nent for the TM110 modefFig. 1sbdg.

For the unperturbed TM110 mode, the rf field solutions,
Eqs.s22d ands23d apply for all r ,b, providedk1 andm1 in
these two equations are to be replaced, respectively, byk2

=vs«2m2d1/2 and m2. With this replacement, substitution of
Eq. s22d into Eq. sA10d yields

U = «2uCu2S4p

3
b3DgshMd

hM
3 , sA11d

where the functiong is defined in Eq.sA5d and hM in Eq.
s27d.

Similarly, the peak value of the rf magnetic fieldH0 of
the unperturbed TM110 mode occurs at the center of the cav-
ity and may be written as

H0 = uHusr → 0,u = p/2du =
2uCu

3
Î «2

m2
, sA12d

where we have used Eq.s23d. Substituting Eqs.sA11d and
sA12d into Eq.sA9d, we obtainCM. EquationsA8d then reads
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aH = 9S l

2pa
D3

gshMdS gM

vM
D = 0.077 67Sl

a
D3S gM

vM
D ,

sA13d

where we have used the numerical value ofgshMd=2.1407
and the definition of the wavelengthl according to Eq.s27d
for the TM110 mode. EquationsA13d is the same as Eq.s33d
of the main text. Note the similarity between Eqs.sA7d and
sA13d.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQS. „36… AND „37…

This appendix presents a simple derivation of Eqs.s36d
and s37d. For simplicity, in this Appendix, we consider only
the special casem1=m2=m0 and «2=«0. The exact scaling,
including the numerical coefficients, can easily be found in
the large skin depth regimesd@ad for both TE and TM
cases. Similar calculations in the small skin depth regime
sd!ad are, however, much more intricate, and hence we will
present only “bare bone” derivation in the latter regime to
obtain the appropriate parameter scaling.

1. TM mode, small skin depth regimesd!ad
For a nonmagnetic material, wherem=m0, the electric

and magnetic fields inside the sphere are governed by

¹ 3 E1 = − m0
]H1

]t
= − jvm0H1. sB1d

The fields, however, only penetrate a few skin depths into the
sphere, so that we anticipate qualitatively that

EI

d
, vm0HI , sB2d

whereHI = uH1sr =adu andEI = uE1sr =adu.
The continuity of normalB and tangentialH at r =a

leads toHIsr =ad=H0. The volume over which power is ab-
sorbed in the sphere can be approximated as a thin spherical
shell of radiusa and thicknessd. By neglecting the constant
coefficients, the absorbed power scales as

P =
1

2
E dVsuE1u2 , s4pa2ddssdvm0H0d2. sB3d

By substitutingss /v«0d=s1/2p2dsl /dd2 and neglecting the
constant coefficients, we find

P ,
d

a
vS1

2
m0H0

2DVa. sB4d

The scaling for the magnetic polarizability in the small skin
depth regime, as given by Eq.s36ad except for the constant
coefficient, is therefore

aH ,
d

a
. sB5d

2. TM mode, large skin depth regimesd@ad
In the large skin depth regime for a nonmagnetic mate-

rial, wherem=m0, the continuity of normalB and tangential
H demand thatH1= ẑHI = ẑH0. The integral form of Faraday’s
equation is given by

R E1 ·dø = − m0E
S

]H1

]t
·dS, sB6d

where the electric field is of the formE1=f̂EI. Solving the
integral equation in cylindrical coordinates givesEI2pR=
−jvm0H0pR2. By canceling out terms and converting from
cylindrical to spherical coordinates by substitutingR
=r sinu ssee Fig. 1d, we obtain

E1 = − f̂ jvm0
H0

2
r sinu. sB7d

The power absorbed in the sphere is given by

P =
1

2
E suE1u2dV

=
sv2m0

2H0
2

8
E

0

2p

dfE
0

p

sin3 uduE
0

a

r4dr,

P =
1

5
Sa

d
D2

vS1

2
m0H0

2DVa. sB8d

The magnetic polarizability in the large skin depth regime,
shown in Eq.s36bd, is therefore given by

aH =
1

5
Sa

d
D2

. sB9d

3. TE mode, small skin depth regimesd!ad
With the assumption thats@v«1r, we may neglect the

displacement current in Ampére’s equation to write¹3H1

>sE1. The fields only penetrate a few skin depths into the
sphere, which allows us to approximate this equation as

HI

d
> sEI , sB10d

whereH1=f̂HI fFig. 1sadg.
The continuity of tangentialH at r =a demands that

HIsr =ad=HIIsr =ad. The field solution forHf in region II is
approximately given by Eq.s6d, in which k1 is replaced by
k2=vs«0m0d1/2. Since the argument of the Bessel function
jsk2rd at r ,a may be considered “small” fora!b, the field
solution atr ,a will, to the lowest order, scale linearly inr
fcf. Eq. s5dg. This allows us to write the external magnetic
field, with k2=2p /l, as

HIIsr = ad , sconstd 3 sa/ldH0, sB11d

whereH0 is the maximum value of the rf magnetic field in
region II fFig. 1sadg. Neglecting the constants, we may now
write the expression for the electric field inside the sphere as

EI ,
1

sd
Sa

l
DH0. sB12d

The volume over which power is absorbed in the sphere
can be approximated as a thin spherical shell of radiusa and
thicknessd. By again neglecting the constant coefficients,
the absorbed power scales as
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P =
1

2
E dVsuE1u2 , s4pa2dds

1

s2d2Sa

l
D2

H0
2. sB13d

By substituting ss /v«0d=s1/2p2dsl /dd2 and noting that
«0E0

2,m0H0
2, whereE0 andH0 is, respectively, the maximum

rf electric and maximum rf magnetic field of the unperturbed
TE110 mode, we find

P ,
ad

l2 vS1

2
«0E0

2DVa. sB14d

The scaling foraE in the thin skin depth regime as shown in
Eq. s37ad is therefore recoveredsexcept for the constant co-
efficientd,

aE ,
ad

l2 . sB15d

4. TE mode, large skin depth regimesd@ad
The asymptotic formulas in the large skin depth regime

can be obtained by considering a sphere exposed to a uni-
form rf electric fieldfFig. 1sadg. Outside the sphere, the im-
posed field is

E0sr ,td = ẑE0e
jvt = sr̂ cosu − û sinudE0e

jvt. sB16d

The sphere also sets up a dipole field outside of the sphere,
described by

Edsr ,td = EdSa

r
D3

sr̂2 cosu + û sinudejvt. sB17d

Inside the sphere, theE field is uniform,

E1sr ,td = ẑEIe
jvt = EIsr̂ cosu − û sinudejvt. sB18d

The tangentialE sEud is continuous atr =a:−EI =−E0+Ed.
The normalD s«Erd is continuous atr =a:«1EI =«0E0

+2«0Ed.
Taking the complex permittivity inside the sphere as«1

=«1r +s / jv, we find

EI =
3E0

2 + s«1r/«0ds1 + s/ jv«1rd
. sB19d

The power absorbed inside the sphere, upon substitution
of the expression forEI in Eq. sB19d, is given by

P =
1

2
E dVsuE1u2

=
1

2
sE0

2U 3

2 + s«1r/«0ds1 + s/ jv«1rd
U2

Va. sB20d

By substituting ss /v«0d=s1/2p2dsl /dd2, the power ab-
sorbed by the sphere becomes

P =
1

2p2Sl

d
D2U 3

2 + s«1r/«0ds1 + s/ jv«1rd
U2

vS1

2
«0E0

2DVa.

sB21d

We can recover Eq.s37bd by considering the limit of Eq.
sB21d where s@v«1r, which corresponds to the regime
wherel@d@a. The power absorbed in the sphere is there-
fore

P = 18p2S d

l
D2

vS1

2
«0E0

2DVa, sB22d

which gives

aE = 18p2S d

l
D2

. sB23d

Equations37cd can be recovered by considering the limit
of Eq. sB21d wherev«1r @s, which corresponds to the re-
gime whered@l@a. The power absorbed in the sphere now
becomes

P =
1

2p2Sl

d
D2S 3

2 + «1r/«0
D2

vS1

2
«0E0

2DVa, sB24d

which gives

aE =
1

2p2Sl

d
D2S 3

2 + «1r/«0
D2

. sB25d
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